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Venue

The theatre hall is centrally situated in Provincial Domain Dommelhof, and is a venue without
an orchestra pit. The venue is multifunctional and can be used for a wide variety of
performances, shows, theatre, circus, dance,… It has a capacity of 369 people and consists
of 1 middle aisle and 2 side aisles. Because of visibility (or the lack of it) those 2 side aisles
(total of 58 persons) can sometimes be less ideal. please take this into consideration.
There are 4 emergency exits in the venue, one on each side (left and right) and 2 in the back.
These should never be blocked. It’s also explicitly forbidden to sit on the stairs during
performances.
At the back of the hall there’s a control cabin which has full technical accommodations for
controlling sound and light. The cinema projector is also placed here. This cabin is only
accessible through the hall. Technical control could also be placed at 3 different spots in the
hall itself, yet this may result in blocking 8 to 14 seats.
In total 8 wheel chairs can be placed on the aisles, but this results in losing regular seats. (for 2
wheel chairs, you lose 3 seats). Please keep this in consideration and communicate this in
advance.
Stage decks (scissors system up to 1 meter, with surface 1m x 2m) are available. These do
need to be reserved before arrival.

Seats

369

Balcony

none

Main lights

Manual or DMX controlled A507 - 508 – 509
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Stage
Measurements useful space including frontstage
-

Width

12 m at the curtain

-

Depth

11 m from front stage to night blue backdrop
12.50 m from front stage to back wall
8.50 m from curtain to night blue backdrop

Electricity
There are a few extra power supplies in the theatre. On the side stage (stage right) is a
technical cabinet with one 125A connection and three 32A connections. Up stage is another
125A connection at the back. On the stage left side there is one 63A connection in the
middle of the stage. Furthermore, there are sufficient power sockets around the stage, also
on the walkway, with fixed voltage, including some separate lines for audio.

Electrical Fly System
Number of fly bars: 24 – whereof 2 fixed
The theatre hall of Dommelhof has several variable speed fly bars. These are fly bar 5, fly bar
9, fly bar 10, fly bar 14, fly bar 15, fly bar 20, fly bar 21, fly bar 22 and the 2 side fly bars. The rest
of the fly bars are not variable speed.
The fly bars are operated from the stage left side of the stage.
There are no fixed legs or drapes, but fly bar 2 and 3 are ALWAYS reserved for the fixed movie
screen for the film performances on Tuesday.
-

height proscenium fly bar
height fly bars
height side fly bars
width fly bars

6.50 m
7.70 m
7.00 m
11.50 m

! ATTENTION !
Every Tuesday there is a film screening at the theatre hall of Dommelhof, regardless of the
residences. This means that every Tuesday from 6 pm onwards, the stage must be clear from
the stage edge up to and including the fixed film screen on fly bar 3. Also, fly bar 3 must be
able to fully lower and rise without hindrance from any decor or light.
For large decors or props, always contact the technical coordinator beforehand.
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Audio
Dommelhof has a wide range of audio equipment. Various microphones, active or passive
loudspeakers, analogue or digital mixing desks,… are available on request. In consultation
with our technical coordinator and technical crew we will try to cater to your needs, taking
into account the technical needs of other residencies and our own productions. Dommelhof
consists of three fully equipped spaces and dozens of smaller multi-purpose rooms, so we
cannot offer you a full and detailed inventory of our equipment.
We highly recommend communicating your technical needs relating audio well in advance
with our technical coordinator.
-

FOH-system

L / R:
CENTER:
SUB:
SURROUND:
-

2x D&B Ci90 with D&B D6 amp
1x D&B Ci60 with D&B E-PAC amp
2x E-18 Sub with D&B E-PAC amp
12x surround speaker with D&B E-PAC amps

Monitor system

On the technical bridge around the stage there are 4 speakers per side that can perfectly
serve as stage sound for residencies, workshops and rehearsals. Also for monitoring at dance
performances or scene-sur-scene.

Intercom
There is a wireless intercom system with 4 headsets, expandable with a wired system with
another 4 headsets.

Lighting
Number of dimmers: 96 fixed dimmers van 2.5 kW (expansion is possible)
Dommelhof has a wide range of lighting equipment. Various fixtures, stage lights, dimmers,…
are available on request. In consultation with our technical coordinator and technical crew
we will try to cater to your needs, taking into account the technical needs of other
residencies and our own productions. Dommelhof consists of three fully equipped spaces and
dozens of smaller multi-purpose rooms, so we cannot offer you a full and detailed inventory of
our equipment.
We highly recommend communicating your technical needs relating lighting well in advance
with our technical coordinator.
Our fixed front bridge consists of:
 12x 2 kW PC - 1 t.e.m. 12 on the plan below
 6x 2 kW Profile - 25 t.e.m. 30 on the plan below
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Video
For video projection, residencies can use our professional cinema projector (see
specifications below) which is located in the control cabin. This is set by default on the movie
screen (see drawing plan) but can also be used on the white backdrop. If a different screen
or other projector is required, this should be discussed and tested in advance. If projection is
used while there are other activities on stage (eg projection during concert), it is desirable to
also discuss and test this in advance so that nobody is in the projection field. The projector
can operate from the control booth, the side stage and the technical control zones (only in
the middle and rear) in the room.
Specs projector:
Barco DP2K-19B
Lumen 19.000
Resolution 2,048 x 1,080 pixels
Inputs: HD/SD SDI, 2x DVI analog HD-15, analog 5-BNC, CVBS, Y/C (+VGA or HDMI)
Dommelhof also has several smaller beamers.

! ATTENTION !
Every Tuesday there is a film screening at the theatre hall of Dommelhof, regardless of the
residences. This means that every Tuesday from 6 pm onwards, the stage must be clear from
the stage edge up to and including the fixed film screen on fly bar 3. Also, fly bar 3 must be
able to fully lower and rise without hindrance from any decor or light.
For large decors or props, always contact the technical coordinator beforehand.

Rigging
Dommelhof has a wide range of rigging equipment. In consultation with our technical
coordinator and technical crew we will try to cater to your needs, taking into account the
technical needs of other residencies and our own productions. Dommelhof consists of three
fully equipped spaces and dozens of smaller multi-purpose rooms, so we cannot offer you a
full and detailed inventory of our equipment. When using you own rigging equipment, we
demand the required safety certificates.
We highly recommend communicating your technical needs relating rigging well in advance
with our technical coordinator.

On stage, there are 14 rigging points with WLL 1.5 tons. (7 stage left, 7 right) incorporated in
the floor, which can be used for, among other things, circus rigging (Chinese masts, etc.).
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Safety
Open fires and pyro are not allowed. The use of hazers or smoke machines has to be
communicated in advance with our technical crew. All set pieces have to be fire retardant
and have the required certificates.

Location
Loading dock is accessible via Toekomstlaan (see plan below).
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Bart Heijnen

Jan Meuwissen

Tom Oversteijns
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